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Q: What are the benefits and/or detriments of tape recording all interviews conducted during the 

investigation of an IA/OPS administrative investigation? 

There are many more benefits to recording all interviews for administrative investigations than there are 

detriments.  First, recording via a tape recorder should be discontinued.  Recording with a digital recorder 

provides a much clearer recording as well as being easier to playback and easier to retain and store at the 

worksite.  Digital recorders are cheap to buy and easy to use.  They are also able to record phone interviews, 

with adapters.  

A huge benefit to recording administrative interviews is the ability to prepare and complete a more accurate 

investigative report.  When conducting an administrative interview, attention should be given to the principal 

during the interview.  It is not possible to conduct a thorough interview and pay attention to the details of the 

interview while trying to take good notes to produce an accurate factual report at a later time.  By recording 

the interview, the investigator has the ability to listen to the interview later while typing the investigative 

report.  Investigative reports should include most items discussed during the interview and it is simply not 

possible to be as accurate in detail without recording the interview.  Considering the one of the primary goals 

of performing administrative interviews is to produce a fair, impartial and factual investigation, recording of 

interviews becomes a critical factor to achieve that goal.    

Another benefit to recording interviews is the recorded interviews can be used for any future disciplinary 

hearings or arbitration hearings.  If the principal cannot remember what he/she said during the interview or 

recants what was said in the interview, the recording can be used to corroborate what actually transpired 

during the interview and can also corroborate witness statements.  Recordings can also portray how 

statements were said.  Sometimes meanings in print are not as effective as to when listening to a recording.  

For example, when writing that the principal of an investigation admitted to saying “screw you” to a 

supervisor sounds a lot less meaningful than actually listening to the principal saying the actual words “screw 

you” during an interview.   
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Arbitrators find interview recordings of complainants, witnesses and principals very helpful during hearings in 

helping them decide whether the discipline of an employee should be upheld or not.  Many times, the time 

between the investigation and the arbitration hearing is very lengthy.  There is a likelihood that employees 

have retired, people have moved, or even possibly died.  The interview recordings can be used in lieu of actual 

testimony during arbitration hearings.   

Yet another benefit to recording interviews is the ability to show that the investigator was fair in his/her 

treatment of the principal and/or witnesses, both in attitude and questions.  Recorded interviews have the 

ability to demonstrate that the principal had union representation (if applicable) and was provided the 

opportunity to ask questions, clarify issues, and to take a break if the interview was lengthy.  Recorded 

interviews also show that the investigator read appropriate Garrity warnings to the principal, ordered the 

principal to answer all questions fully and truthfully, and abided by relevant contractual timelines and 

mandates.  Recorded interviews lock witnesses and complainants into their statements.     

The only real detriment to recording interviews for administrative investigations is when the investigator 

conducts a poor interview by not asking relevant questions or badgers the principal/witnesses during the 

interview.  While it may be detrimental to the internal affairs process, a poor interview might be helpful in 

determining a more appropriate work assignment for the investigator.  Internal affairs investigations are not 

for everyone and not all department employees can or should conduct them.   

My recommendation would be for any department to institute a written policy that requires recording of all 

principal interviews.  Any recording of department employee interviews shall be recorded unless 

circumstances exist that prevent the recording.  Recordings of interviews for non-department witnesses 

should be done unless the person being interviewed specifically requests not to be recorded.     
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